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Vol. 6, No. 1 September 1, 1993 
Lead, Follow, or Get Out of the Way 
 
 The new curriculum guidelines from the North Carolina State Department of Public 
Instruction require that even students in kindergarten become exposed to basic computer skills.  
These guidelines further require that by fourth grade these students should be exposed to 
telecomputing--accessing distant computer databases, e-mail, discussion groups, etc.  When 
these guidelines are fully implemented, high school students will have developed applied skills 
in word processing, databases, spreadsheets, and telecomputing as a requirement for graduation.  
As these guidelines are going into effect this year, it is not too early to consider the impact of 
these changes on higher education.  It will be all too soon that our incoming students will be 
required to have skills with personal computers which exceed those of many of us on the faculty. 
 
 The impact of the personal computer and related technology is being felt already in our 
classrooms (or should be).  The availability of word processing software with spelling and 
grammar “checkers” should be assisting our students to spend less time considering the 
mechanics of writing and to concentrate more on the actual content.  Increased access to 
computer networks should be making a significant impact on the ease of bibliographic and other 
forms of traditional research.  Networking on campus should soon allow for such things as 
electronic submission of papers and projects; e-mail directly to the professor’s desk for questions 
and problems; and enhanced access to student records for assistance in advising.  Multi media 
applications now offer great possibilities for presenting a wide range of material to students in a 
non-text format which can be accessed from their (or our) desktop on demand.  These and 
similar developments promise to have a great impact on the nature of what we do as teachers and 
now is the time we must start to consider how to prepare ourselves to deal with them. 
 
 We must start to take advantage of the new technology that can enhance our teaching.  It 
is time to accept the role of the educational facilitator who guides students to self-help rather 
than holding on to the role of the "talking head" who lectures several times a week.  If there is 
anything one can predict about the future, it is that it will not be the same as the present.  We 
must consider carefully if traditional teaching techniques will offer us the best solutions for 
dealing with the “Information Age” or prepare our students to deal with it effectively.  I suspect 
that in many cases traditional teaching techniques will fail. 
 
 One area of some concern to me is the General Education requirement for computer 
literacy.  My personal impression is that computer literacy has been defined, at least for the basic 
course, as an introduction to word processing, data bases, and spreadsheets.  It is my belief that 
this definition is rapidly approaching inadequacy, if it is not inadequate already.   
 
 While no one should disagree that some understanding of the personal computer should 
play a major role in the educational experience, I believe that this is too limited for an adequate 
definition of “computer literacy.”  Western has already committed itself to becoming fully 
networked and there has been considerable movement within various colleges and departments 
towards developing local area networks.  The recent discussions concerning a national 
“information highway” suggest that some understanding of and exposure to telecomputing is 
fundamental to any currently adequate definition of computer literacy, especially in the light of 
the State Department of Public Instruction guidelines.   
 
 We, as a faculty, must take some rather immediate steps to deal with these realities.  First, 
we must increase our own skills (and comfort) with the use of personal computers and the vast 
network of available information to which they link us.  Second, we must consider the revision 
of the General Education requirement (or at least the courses used to satisfy this requirement) to 
address more adequately the nature of computer networking and telecomputing.  Third, we must 
move in the direction of making these tools (for that is really all they are) a more fundamental 
part of our students' educational experience by requiring that appropriate use of computer skills 
become a part of all course work.  Fourth, we must insure reasonable access to personal 
computers, terminals, or workstations (with appropriate software) for all students in labs, the 
library, and in the dorms.  Fifth, we must set the appropriate example by taking advantage of 
these technologies in the classroom, the lab, and the office.   
 
 This will not be free.  Accomplishing these goals will require considerable thought and 
expenditure of time and resources.  These technologies will require us to rethink much of our 
current practice as teachers and our approach to the learning environment.  Still, the benefits 
appear to outweigh the obstacles and movement is already underway.  The university has seen 
explosive growth in the number of personal computers in the last few years, and this year the 
Faculty Center has added a Faculty Fellow for Instructional Technology to assist faculty in using 
these technologies.  Working in this position, I will help develop contacts between faculty who 
are exploring the educational use of computers by forming an Instructional Technology User’s 
Group.  Anyone interested in becoming part of this group can contact the Faculty Center for 
Teaching Excellence. 
 
 The potential exists to improve the quality of our teaching, enhance our research and 
other teaching-related activities, and to prepare our students to face the realities of the upcoming 
new century.  It is probably true that the “educated” person of the future will be less one who 
knows a great deal than one who knows how to discover the information he or she needs and can 
then assemble it in a meaningful way so that it can be understood by others.  Personal computers 
and related technologies offer us much towards providing our students with the background to 
achieve this new definition of education. 
 
 Other institutions are already moving in this direction, but it is not too late for us to take 
the initiative in this area.  It may be something of a cliche, but  the future is now.  We can lead, 
follow or get out of the way.  I would like Western to lead. 
 




• • • • • • • •Editor's Call for Responses• • • • • • • • 
 
If you would like to respond to this opinion piece, please send your comments by the 8th of the 
month to the FCTE.  If possible, send to TNienhuis by VAX or by WP Mail.  Please indicate 
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WHAT CONSTITUTES EFFECTIVE TEACHING? 
A Response From the Psychology Department 
 
 The instructor for the course I was a student in years ago was shy and had a severe stutter 
that worsened the longer he spoke.  He was also disorganized.  I am not sure if there was a 
syllabus, per se, but if there was, it listed no educational objectives.  The tests had little relation 
to the short, cursory textbook we were required to purchase, and there was no use of overhead 
projectors, films, or videos.  We, the students, were confused and anxious most of the time as we 
ran around the library and the laboratory.  We did not know how we were going to pass this 
course, the most difficult I ever took at any level.  Is this an instance of effective or ineffective 
teaching?  When the course was over, I realized that I had been exposed to the most effective 
teaching I had ever seen. 
 
 Common sense supports the idea that academic psychologists should have something 
sensible to say about effective teaching, a subject of much psychological research.  However, the 
fact that the above anecdote describes a psychology professor and is reported by another 
psychology teacher may give you pause.  Nevertheless, when the question embodied in the title 
of this paper was posed to me, the strange anecdote that I have begun with sprang to my mind.  
As a dedicated scientist, I decided to test my results by asking the same question of a few of my 
colleagues in the Psychology Department.  Were their generalizations as unorthodox as mine?  
You can be the judge as I briefly summarize here what some of my colleagues in the psychology 
department--Drs. Chovan, Herzog, and Randolph--told me in response to the question: "What 
constitutes effective teaching?" 
 
 First, my colleagues think it depends on the nature of the subject matter, the aims of the 
instructor, the size of the class, the preferred teaching strategies of the teacher and the preferred 
learning strategies of the student.  There are more and less effective lecturing, discussion leading, 
and Socratic questioning techniques, but which strategy is more effective in a particular situation 
is a function of many factors.  Dr. Herzog relates a discussion with a recent UNC-CH graduate 
whose upper-level courses were no larger than most of the classes at WCU yet who pointed to a 
class of 400 as her "best."  She felt that the professor had been brilliant and had been able to 
make political science "come alive."  For some instructors and students effective teaching (and 
learning) is the building of a personal relationship; for others, effective teaching can occur in 
huge lecture halls. 
 
 Second, my colleagues agree that students must somehow be involved when teaching is 
effective.  The involvement may consist of being awestruck as was the Chapel Hill student 
mentioned above, or the involvement may occur through the "hypothetical learning" that Dr. 
Randolph uses in her classes by posing cases for students to analyze and apply theoretical 
principles to during class discussions.  She believes such techniques make the learning process 
fun as well as worthwhile. 
 
 Third, my colleagues agree that effective teaching must take into consideration where the 
student's starting point is.  As Dr Chovan puts it, it is unlikely "that the same teaching strategy is 
always appropriate for each university student at every point in her/his educational 
development."  Dr. Randolph emphasizes that meeting the students where they can learn best 
involves using language and examples they can understand and apply. 
 
 Finally, and perhaps most importantly, all my colleagues agree that effective teaching is 
teaching that results in learning.  Could it be that anything that leads to effective learning is 
effective teaching?  What of the awful situation I described as effective teaching in the first 
paragraph?  How could a course that violates all the standards suggested by modern teacher 
evaluation instruments be effective?  My response is that I learned.  I learned a lot, and I learned 
a lot of things that are important to the education of a psychologist.  I learned to think better, to 
write better, to deal with my peers better, and most of all, I learned how to learn, independent of 
the instructor.  This teacher did not make "effective" presentations, lay out clear objectives, or 
even guide class discussions.  What he did do was to create the conditions for learning to occur.  
He provided guidance, but not too much guidance, through the way he structured assignments, 
asked good questions, helped us with resources for hands-on experiences, and provided feedback 
when necessary.  What would have been the outcome of student evaluations on a standard 
instrument?  Probably a very long AFE meeting with his department head. 
 
 Perhaps more so than my colleagues, I think that an important point made by this example is 
that when we think of effective teaching, too frequently we are thinking about the presentation 
made by the instructor in front of a classroom of students.  That is what is emphasized in the 
standard instructor evaluation instrument.  With organized, erudite, enthusiastic presentations, 
we may be able to impress students in the classroom.  With well thought-out Socratic 
questioning, we may be able to get them to talk and think for the few minutes they are actually 
with us.  With well-conceived and multi-media demonstrations, we even may be able to provide 
some information that will stick longer than the time between presentation and test.  However, 
the long-term learning of the students may depend much more on how we "trap" them into 
reading, writing, thinking, and learning to learn outside our classrooms, independent of the in-
the-classroom behavior of the instructor.  Success in doing so may constitute the most effective 
teaching of all. 
 




• • • • • • • •Editor's Call for Responses• • • • • • • • 
 
If you would like to respond to this opinion piece, please send your comments by the 8th of the 
month to the FCTE.  If possible, send to TNienhuis by VAX or by WP Mail.  Please indicate 
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What is ICUT and How Can I Be Involved? 
 
 Many faculty have raised questions about the activities and future plans of ICUT, the new 
Institute for College and University Teaching. 
 
 Question:  What is the Institute and what does it do? 
 
 The mission of the Institute is to promote excellence in teaching among faculty members 
and higher education institutions in North Carolina and across the Southeast.  Expanding on the 
programs WCU has been offering North Carolina universities, the Institute will also serve 
community colleges and private colleges and universities, eventually offering its services 
nationwide.  In addition, the Institute disseminates a newsletter that promotes dialogue on post-
secondary teaching and supports faculty research projects on effective teaching strategies. 
 
 Question:  How is the Institute Organized? 
 
 Currently, the Institute has a Director, Judy Stillion; an Associate Director, Ben Ward; 
and an Assistant Director, Kay Hill, who have taken on these positions in addition to their 
regular duties.  We have a half-time person for this year only who is helping to write grants and 
to coordinate planning for summer programs.  Various secretaries have devoted part of their 
work-load to helping with the work of the Institute.  Finally, a state-wide Advisory Board meets 
twice a year to advise the staff of the Institute on future directions and on programming for the 
Institute. 
 
 Question:  How is the Institute funded? 
 
 Currently, the Institute has a small state budget to support on-going costs.  We also 
received a one-time only allocation to purchase needed equipment and furnish the office this 
year.  Each of the programs of the Institute is designed to be self-supporting through registration 
fees and institutional membership dues.  We are in the process of writing grants to underwrite the 
costs of some continuing programs.  With the help of a volunteer, Gordon Mercer, we are also 
planning a fund-raising campaign.  Finally, we plan to use the strategic planning process at 
Western as well as to approach General Administration to request funds for the administration of 
the Institute. 
 
 Question:  How can Western faculty be involved in the Institute? 
 
 We hope Western faculty will want to be involved in the Institute in many ways.  First, 
our faculty are invited to all the general programs offered by the Institute.  However, because 
enrollment in some activities may be limited, early registration is always a good idea.  Second, 
we will continue to use Western faculty as presenters at many of our programs as we have in the 
Carolina Colloquy and New Faculty Seminars in the past.  Third, all faculty at Western recently 
received the second copy of our newsletter, The Cutting Edge, and were asked to return a card if 
they wanted to continue to receive the publication.  This is one way in which we hope 
communication with interested faculty will be continued.  Finally, we are always interested in 
hearing from Western faculty who have ideas for the Institute.  The ideas and energy  of Western 
faculty helped shape the vision for the Institute and we hope that we will never lose that close 
connection.  You can begin your involvement by asking questions or making comments about 
this essay and sending them to the FCTE for publication in notes & quotes. 
 
Question:  What does the Institute do for Western Carolina University? 
 
 The presence of the Institute has already assured that Western is the one university in the 
state that has programs and facilities devoted to promoting excellence in teaching on a state-wide 
level.  In response to a proposal from the UNC Faculty Delegate Assembly, General 
Administration has designated WCU as host site for a 1994 conference on evaluating and 
enhancing teaching.  Particularly at this time in history, any university that becomes known for 
promoting excellence in teaching has distinguished itself.  We think that the Institute has the 
promise of helping Western Carolina University develop a reputation rooted in a very real 
interest in promoting post-secondary teaching excellence.   
  
 Question:  What are the future plans for the Institute? 
 
 The Institute will be moving to the Camp Laboratory School facility at the earliest 
possible date.  We also have a series of programs planned for the spring, summer, and fall of 
1994 as listed below.  We hope many of you will be involved in one or more of these programs 
and we want to issue an open invitation to become a part of the Institute by sharing your ideas 
and letting us know of your interest in being a part of it.  
 
Future Programs  
 
Name Constituency     Dates 
 
Multi-Campus Retreat Faculty from all Universities  May 16-19 
New Faculty Seminar Carolina Colloquy Members  May 30-June 
4 
New Faculty Seminar II Non-Carolina Colloquy MembersJune 6-11 
Carolina Colloquy Carolina Colloquy Members  July 21-24 
Humanities Conference* All Post-Secondary Institutions  August 6-13 
State-wide Conference on  
Evaluating and  
Rewarding Teaching All UNC Institutions    TBA 
 
*Tentative--Depending on Funding 
 
Judy Stillion, Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and Director of the Institute 
for College and University Teaching 
 
Comments or Questions?  
 
If you have comments you would like to make about this essay or further questions about ICUT 
you would like to ask Judy, please send them by the 8th of the month to Judy (HFR 535; phone: 
7495; VAX: StillionJ) or to Terry Nienhuis (FCTE; phone: 7196; Vax: TNienhuis).  Please 












On Christmas Day I read the Asheville Citizen-Times.  I'm sure many of the faculty missed that 
edition, and even if you read the paper, you might have overlooked the "Generation X" column 
written by Jennifer Weiner, a student at Penn State.  Here are some excerpts: 
 
 "The 1993 Yankelovich Monitor found that among the 60 percent of the nation's 
households with cable, 62 percent of all 16 to 29 year olds watch MTV regularly. 
 
 Among the same group, only 4 percent are reading weekly news magazines regularly, 
and MTV beats out the networks' evening newscasts by 3 to 1. 
 
 Translated, these numbers mean that the average twentysomething in a cable-equipped 
house is finding out what matters in the world not from starchy white guys behind desks, 
but in five-minute chunks between the latest offerings from Pearl Jam and Prince.  Off 
Jennings, off Rather, off Newsweek, and Time!  (To say nothing of daily newspapers, 
which probably raised not a blip on the Yankelovich radar).  We want our MTV! 
 
 To read a newsmagazine at twentysomething is to leaf through a catalogue of 
irrelevancies. 
 
 There has to be more:  more information about the lives and times of the under-thirties, 
more information presented in a way that spells out how it matters to us.  More 
borrowing of the techniques that work on MTV:  shorter, topical pieces, younger, more 
diverse commentators with better clothes and better hair.  If these strategies lured 
twentysomethings into the house of Madonna, they just might bring us back out." 
 
In the same December 25 edition was an article headlined "Partying Questioned as Campus 
Debates whether Duke is Intellectual Enough."  In this article Reynolds Price, professor of 
English, is quoted as lambasting students for their "blank faces" in class.  Price apparently 
believes fraternities and the lack of coed dorms at Duke are the cause.  Others believe a more 
demanding curriculum is the answer.  The Rev. Willmon, dean of Duke Chapel, says, "most 
Duke undergraduates seem to believe the university is merely a step on the way to law school, a 
necessary evil to be endured before Wall Street."  
 
Of course Western Carolina is not Duke, and few of our students envision a career in law or on 
Wall Street--but they probably seek analogous "futures."  Similarly, I doubt there are any 
significant differences in MTV-watching between students at Western, Duke, and Penn State. 
 
What does all this mean for teachers at WCU?  Can we compete with MTV?  Should we try?  If 
we are in some kind of "competition" with MTV, how can we win when network TV and 
national newsmagazines are already "losers"?  The students probably see us and MTV as two 
different things--MTV is amusing and interesting and we aren't.  But I teach cultural geography 
and get mostly "blank faces" in class when I ask students where Bosnia is and what is the 
cultural basis for the war.  Most of them don't know and, furthermore, couldn't care less.  I don't 
get much more response when I bring up the subject of Somalia--a place where the USA is 
militarily involved. 
It's not all students, of course.  This problem of "blank faces," ignorance, and apathy is most 
pronounced in general education courses.  In my upper-division courses (about one a semester) 
the ratio of "blank faces" to "interested faces" is reversed.  But in general education courses there 
are just so many who couldn't care less about what we are doing, and this poses a real problem 
for faculty who spend most of their time teaching courses that many students think are 
"irrelevant" to their goals in life.  I am inclined to believe that there's a certain group of students 
who are going to be interested, whatever we do, and perhaps another group that we won't be able 
to reach, whatever we do.  But I also believe there may be a large group in the middle that we 
may be able to reach if we do the right things.  But what can we do?  One thing I have been able 
to come up with so far is to try to find interesting, out-of-class assignments for my students. 
 
For example, I have had some success in my Geography 103 course with a research assignment 
that asks each student to write a research paper on a country that I assign at random.  The student 
reports on the dominant culture and one minority culture in the country, discussing how the two 
groups get along.  The students seem more interested in this assignment than in lectures and text 
readings and do better than they do on tests.  Perhaps when we lecture too much we are entering 
into a direct competition with MTV and other commercial entertainment media, a competition 
we cannot hope to win.  Perhaps we need to do something different.  But what is it?  Perhaps we 
need smaller classes.  But is that feasible?  Perhaps we need more discussion and more writing 
and fewer tests.  But can we do that with large classes?  I have more questions than answers and 
no easy solutions, so I invite comments.  Also, if you want the complete articles I quoted from, I 
can provide copies. 
























Comments or Questions?  
 
If you have comments you would like to make about this essay or questions you would like to 
ask Ralph, please send them by the 8th of the month to Terry Nienhuis (FCTE; phone: 7196; 
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Cooperative Learning:  An Alternative to Song and Dance 
 
In response to Ralph Triplette's "MTV" article we would like to share a comment written by a 
Cal Poly student to all faculty at Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo.  "It is not enough for the professor 
to be well prepared for class; you have to remember that we were brought up on Sesame Street." 
 
What is the inference here?  Songs and dances?  A change of topic every two minutes?  Today's 
class was brought to you by the letter B?  To what extent does the responsibility for learning lie 
with the student and to what extent does it lie with the teacher?  What encourages students to be 
self motivated and to delve into a subject area after they have finished the course of study that we 
have delivered?  Can the students be more involved with the delivery?  Cooperative learning is 
one avenue for addressing these questions.  It creates an environment in which students must 
become more responsible for and more involved in their learning. 
 
Teachers compete for student time and attention both in and out of the classroom.  How can we 
more effectively capture the attention of this MTV generation?  TV is typically non-interactive, 
but the traditional college lecture is also non-interactive.  Although there is a very clear place for 
the lecture as a teaching strategy, it may be time for a change.  Should the delivery and 
communication of information change from the primarily passive lecture to more interactive 
methods?  Should cooperation be taught and practiced more instead of the competitive format of 
the traditional classroom? 
 
Interactive techniques such as cooperative or collaborative learning have been introduced in 
universities across the country, and some employers are requesting that we teach interactive 
skills so that prospective employees are able to work more effectively in project teams. Working 
and communicating in teams requires the use of social skills and an understanding of group 
process.  Achieving these skills requires considerable practice, but cooperative learning teaching 
techniques that require students to interact with the material and with each other can raise 
learning retention levels significantly.  Johnson, Johnson, and Smith document this thoroughly in 
Cooperative Learning:  Increasing College Faculty Instructional Productivity (1991), and the 
North Carolina Effective Teacher Training Program published by the N.C. Department of Public 
Instruction shows through its Pyramid of Learning that discussion groups raise retention rates to 
50%, "practice by doing" raises retention levels to 75%, and the teaching of others or the 
immediate use of learning raises retention to 90%.  Cooperative learning teaching strategies can 
approach these levels of retention and teach the social skills of collaboration at the same time. 
 
Often when we try interactive learning projects, students are placed in groups that are too large 
and students have no prior knowledge or practice in social interaction, group communication, or 
group process.  The groups experience frustration and failure, some of which we don't see if we 
are not monitoring the group process.  Without the ability to communicate in teams this 
frustration can also happen in the work place, so cooperative learning differs from "group work" 
in that group process and social skills are integrated with content into interactive learning 
exercises to enable the groups to function more effectively.  Without these components most 
groups will become dysfunctional.  There are five elements required to make Cooperative 
Learning successful:  positive interdependency, individual accountability, face to face 
interaction, social skills, and group processing.  Various techniques are required to make sure all 
these elements are included. 
 
This method of teaching requires that the teacher becomes more a facilitator of learning than a 
well-spring of information (though the teacher needs to be well informed as more searching 
questions naturally arise).  There are potential pitfalls to the method.  If any of the five elements 
are neglected, problems may occur.  However, once students accept the method, their team skills 
improve, they study together after class so their motivation improves, they become more 
cooperative (a benefit to society in general once this becomes a norm), and according to a 
considerable amount of research they understand concepts more fully and retain more knowledge 
than from traditional lecture style instruction.  It is possible to apply cooperative learning with 
large groups of up to 70 and, with adaptations, even more. 
 
Because the method differs significantly from more traditional teaching approaches and because 
there are possibilities of pitfalls on initial application, teachers should receive thorough training 
in cooperative learning techniques.  Teachers should also create support groups for themselves 
(much as the students do in this type of learning) to help with unfamiliar ideas.  There is such a 
support group at WCU--the Cooperative Learning Project Team supported by the FCTE.  If you 
have any questions or an interest in this project team please call Maurice Phipps (3844) or Susan 
Kask (7401) for details. 
 
We should note that this method is not for everyone, but if you think it might suit your teaching 
style, look at some recent literature (available in the FCTE*) or chat with someone practicing 
this type of thing before "jumping" into it.  Universities need to change from passive teaching 
methods as the most commonly used method in the classroom at this moment in time.  As they 
say in cooperative learning circles, in an interdependent group we sink or swim together so 
support would be a necessary ingredient for change--don't start without it (including whoever 
will be evaluating your teaching!). 
 
Maurice Phipps, Parks & Recreation Mgt. and Susan Kask, Econ/Finance 
 
 
*There are two books in the FCTE library on Cooperative Learning:  Cooperative Learning:  
Increasing College Faculty Instructional Productivity by David Johnson, and others; and 




Comments or Questions?  
 
If you would like to make comments about this essay or ask questions of Maurice or Susan, 
please send your questions or comments by the 8th of the month to Terry Nienhuis (FCTE; 
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Scholarship in Teaching 
 
 Like those at other colleges and universities, faculty members at Western engage in the 
perennial process of determining tenure and promotion using criteria that are ozone-like (there's 
at least one hole in it isn't there?).  We seem to have endless discussions about teaching, service, 
and research, discussing their relative value and how to assess each of them.  My impression is 
that service generally is slighted at WCU while teaching is measured with a very rough 
yardstick.  Most faculty are considered adequate in teaching and teaching is sort of checked off 
as "okay."  Research then becomes the critical factor.  After all, it's relatively easy to count 
publications and to sort them into their various categories, such as articles in refereed journals, 
chapters in books, reviews, and so forth.  Maybe there's a better way. 
 I am not satisfied with the way research seems to be evaluated by me and others.  
Counting publications seems inadequate.  A few years ago a committee on campus reviewed the 
term "scholarship" and how we defined "scholarship."  Maybe "scholarship" is a better term than 
"research" for what we want in faculty members.  However, I don't think that it is a matched 
substitute for research (leaving us with "teaching, service, and scholarship").  I think that if we 
valued scholarship more in all we do, research (as we have considered research) would not be the 
critical component of tenure and promotion decisions that it currently seems to be. 
 I would like to see scholarship be an important part of teaching in particular.  If we value 
teaching as we say we do in our mission statement and elsewhere, scholarship should, I think, be 
an important part of it.  Teaching is enjoying new popularity across the country.  Several 
institutions, large and small, are touting their renewed commitment to teaching.  Our institution 
is on the leading edge of this movement with the active Faculty Center for Teaching Excellence 
and the new Institute for College and University Teaching.  We ought to find a way to really 
value teaching, and scholarship is the ingredient that can make teaching substantial.  The 
problem is how to do it. 
 Evidence of scholarship in teaching would raise teaching above our current standards, 
which seem to be based on how popular a course or instructor is with students.  Evidence of 
scholarship in teaching might include the following: 
 
  1.  Syllabi that show careful development and understanding of content,  
  2.  Readings or other resource material that demonstrate currency in the field, 
  3.  Relevant assignments and exercises that require higher level thinking and  
  application, 
  4.  Examinations that require students to demonstrate application of skill and  
  knowledge, 
  5.  Methodology that is varied, appropriate, and consistent with current best  
  practices, and 
  6.  Program development that includes reviews, revisions, and changes in program 
   components such as courses and admission standards. 
 
Others can certainly add to this list.  I'm not certain how each item above can be applied to every 
discipline or instructor, but I am certain that scholarship is important and ought to be recognized. 
 What would this mean in operational terms?  A colleague of mine in the College of 
Education and Psychology provides a good example of a "teaching scholar."  Each course she 
teaches uses a different method or mode.  Lecture/discussion is used for some courses, but not 
all; the approach to each course and even each class is reviewed and changed to fit current 
thought in her field, which means the textbook, readings, and even the seating are subject to 
change to fit the goals of the course.  Assignments and exams are carefully developed to 
encourage problem-solving and reflective thought; outside resources are often used, and students 
are connected with other individuals who are experts in a particular project on which the student 
is working.  Working in this way, my colleague takes risks by trying a book, an assignment, a 
unit, or an approach that she has only heard or read about.  Since her involvement in program 
development influences the way her program is structured and since she is responsible for 
innovative approaches to evaluating the work of graduate students, these activities seem to be 
strong evidence of scholarship in teaching.  But her scholarship appears in course materials such 
as syllabi and through the observation of her teaching rather than in publications.  Her work 
might also not be reflected in student course evaluations, but her activities are authentic 
manifestations of scholarship because they result from her currency in her academic field. 
 Now might be an opportune time to highlight the role of scholarship in teaching and 
subsequently reduce the burden of producing publications that can be simply counted.  Research 
that adds to and complements teaching but doesn't result in a publication can therefore be 
acknowledged.  Published research can and does complement teaching and we ought to expect it 
and reward it.  However, we should also expect and reward scholarship wherever it occurs and 
certainly in teaching.  
Dale Carpenter, Department of Human Services  
 
